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The Speedball name has become synonymous with 
high-quality pen nibs. There are two different kinds of 
nibs: broad-edge and pointed, both can be inserted into 
Speedball pen holders. In addition, Speedball now proudly 
manufactures a suite of complementary products. From 
pen holders to dip inks & cleaners to calligraphy markers 
and fountain pens, Speedball offers the broadest range of 
supplies designed specifically for  drawing & lettering work.

Speedball's proud heritage for pen-making began in 1899, when the 

C. Howard Hunt Pen Company began manufacturing and distributing 

steel pens. Nearly two decades later, in 1913, Hunt sought to improve 

upon the functionality of the lettering tools of the day and joined 

forces with master letterers Ross F. George and William H. Gordon in 

1913 to contrive and perfect a nib with a reservoir. It was nicknamed 

“Speedball” because of the efficiency of the pen, which cut working 

time in half.  

CALLIGRAPHY
 

ILLUSTRATION

BROAD EDGE NIBS 
Made to have a rigid, flat edge that produces 
thick and thin, ribbon-like strokes, Speedball 
offers a range of broad edge nibs:

• A-Series: Square

• B-Series: Round

• C-Series: Flat

• LC-Series: Left-handed version of C-Series

POINTED PEN NIBS 
Made to vary in levels of flexibility, pointed pen 
nibs are designed to flex and spring depending on 
the amount of pressure applied. Utilized for large 
flourishes or illustrations that have a high levels of 
detail. Speedball offers a range of pointed pen nibs:

• Pointed Pen Nibs: #22B, #56, #99, 
   #100, #101, #103, #104

• Crow Quill Nibs: #102, #107, #108

• Bowl-Pointed Nibs: #512, #513EF

ELEGANT WRITER® MARKERS 
• Beginner to Expert

• Dye-Based, Permanent or Dual-Tip

• Crisp, Chisel Nibs with Free-Flowing Ink

• Acid-Free

CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PENS 
• Beginner to Expert

• 1mm, 1.5mm and 1.9mm Nib Widths

• Convenient with Refillable Cartridges 

• Acid-Free

Broad Edge Example 
by Filip Cislack

Pointed Pen Example 
by Filip Cislack

Elegant Writer Example 
by Michael Clark

Fountain Pen Example 
by Alleah Trunzo
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NIBS

BROAD-EDGE + POINTED PEN NIBS

BROAD-EDGE NIBS

Whether you prefer a broad edge nib or are a pointed pen enthusiast, 
Speedball manufactures a nib that is precisely-crafted to suit your needs. 
Utilizing the same historically proven processes specifically catered to 
each individual nib’s design, Speedball takes painstaking measures to 
ensure that each of our nibs meets even the most discerning standards. 
We have a dedicated member of our Speedball family that hand-inspects 
all nibs, one by one, that passes through production, ensuring each nib is 
the quality our artists have come to expect. 

Manufactured to have a rigid, flat edge that produces thick and thin, ribbon-like strokes, broad edge nibs are most 
commonly associated with Italic, Monoline or Gothic alphabets. The triple-reservoir design of these pen nibs allow 
for increased ink capacity and extended, smooth, uninterrupted ink flow. Available in a range of sizes across three 
styles, A, B, and C. C Style Pen Nibs are also available in Left-Handed versions.

#003000 A0 SQUARE BOXED

#0030010  A1 SQUARE BOXED

#0030020  A2 SQUARE BOXED

#0030030  A3 SQUARE BOXED

#003004  A4 SQUARE BOXED

#0030050  A5 SQUARE BOXED

WHAT DO THE 
NUMBERS MEAN?
The smaller the number, the 
larger the nib width

WAYS TO USE:
• Perpendicular to base line:  Keeping shoe flat on surface; 

produces uniform stroke in any direction with squared 
beginnings/endings

• Held at angle:  Achieves either diamond-shaped 
beginning/ending or a squared finished on a diagonal stroke

• Turned on back:  Using broad, flat end; produces either 
letterforms with thicks and thins or serifs of uniform width

WAYS TO USE: 
The B-Series can be used for an array of monoline projects. 
Most commonly used to create the following:
• Monoline
• Versals
• “Built Up” letters
• Cartoons, uniform line drawings, borders

A-SERIES PEN NIBS
Patented in 1913 and introduced two years later, the A-Series nib is 
where is all started for Speedball. Featuring a nib that possesses 
a square tip, bent to form a “shoe,” A-Series nibs allow artists to 
create a uniform line with a single stroke. Most commonly used for 
Gothic, Monoline and Block Sans Serif. 

The A-Series is available in (6) nib widths:

B-SERIES PEN NIBS
The B-Series was developed shortly after the A-Series and 
launched in the 2nd Edition of The Speedball Textbook in 1916.
Like the A-Series, the B-Series has a bent end to form a “shoe” to 
produce a uniform width line. Unlike its counterpart, the B-Series 
has a rounded finish, ideal for creating sans serif letters without 
thick and thin lines.

The B-Series is available in (9) nib widths:

#003010  B0 ROUND BOXED

#003011  B1 ROUND BOXED

#0030120  B2 ROUND  BOXED 

#003013  B3 ROUND BOXED 

#003014  B4 ROUND BOXED 

#003015  B5 ROUND BOXED

#003016  B6 ROUND  BOXED

#003017  B1/2 ROUND BOXED

#003018 B5-1/2 ROUND BOXED

ARTWORK BY: TOLGA GIRGIN 
created with Speedball B-3 Series nib

MEET THE ARTIST

Tolga Girgin
Renowned calligrapher, Tolga Girgin, first 
made a splash in the calligraphic community 
with his three-dimensional anamorphic lettering 
works. Within the past decade, Tolga has developed 
a mastery of more classical calligraphy scripts and 
trusts the A-, B- and C-Series nibs to play a role in 
executing his exceptional broad edge techniques.

NIBS
BROAD-EDGE NIBS

EXEMPLAR BY: FILIP CIŚLAK 
created with A-0 Nib

EXEMPLAR BY: FILIP CIŚLAK 
created with B-0 Nib
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#003020  C0 FLAT BOXED 

#0030210  C1 FLAT BOXED 

#0030220  C2 FLAT BOXED 

#0030230  C3 FLAT  BOXED 

#003024  C4 / C5 FLAT  BOXED 

#003025  C5 FLAT   BOXED

#003026  C6 FLAT  BOXED

LEFT-HANDED

#003050  LC0 FLAT BOXED

#0030510  LC1 FLAT BOXED

#003052  LC2 FLAT BOXED

#003053  LC3 FLAT BOXED

#003054  LC4 FLAT BOXED

C-SERIES PEN NIBS
The C- marked the third addition of Speedball series of nibs, with the 
line now representing the most popular of broad-edge offerings. This 
C-Series is a traditional broad-edge nib with great deal of flexibility. 
This flexibility was intended to have the same characteristics of ancient 
scribes’ reed pens, while offering a calligrapher a “close imitation of the 
finest small brush work.” The C-Series was developed to be held at a 
consistent pen angle that varies dependent upon alphabet. 

The C-Series is available in (7) nib widths and is also available 
in left-handed construction:

BROAD EDGE NIB SETS
Offering ideal pairings across nib widths, 
Broad Edge Nib Sets feature (1) each of the following:

BROAD EDGE NIB TWIN PACKS
Maximizing shelf space and convenience,  
Twin Packs include (2) each of the following top-selling nibs:

NIBS
BROAD-EDGE NIBS

WAYS TO USE:
The C-Series can be used for most traditional 
calligraphic alphabets including:
• Roman
• Carolingian
• Italic
• Blackletter (Gothic, Old English)
• Uncial / Half Uncial
• Foundational

See it in action!

A-SERIES BROAD EDGE 
SQUARE PEN NIB BOX SET 
Contains (1) each of the 
following:

#0030090  A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5

10PC BROAD EDGE PEN NIB 
ASSORTMENT BOX SET 
Contains (1) each of the 
following:

#0030710   A2, A5, B0, B1, B3, B4,  
 B5, C1, C3, C5

B-SERIES BROAD EDGE 
ROUND PEN NIB BOX SET 
Contains (1) each of the 
following:

#003019   B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5

C-SERIES BROAD EDGE 
FLAT PEN NIB BOX SET 
Contains (1) each of the 
following:

#003029  C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5

LC-SERIES BROAD EDGE 
LEFT-HANDED FLAT 
PEN NIB BOX SET 
Contains (1) each of the 
following:

#003055   LC0, LC1, LC2, LC3, LC4

ITEM

#031001
#031003
#031005
#031010
#031012
#031014
#031016

SET

A0 + A1 CARDED 

A2 + A3 CARDED 

A4 + A5 CARDED 

B0 + B1/2 CARDED 

B1 + B2  CARDED

B3 + B4 CARDED

B5 + B6 CARDED 

ITEM

#031021
#031023
#031025
#031052
#031053
#031054

SET

C0 + C1 CARDED 

C2 + C3 CARDED 

C4 + C5  CARDED 

LC1 + LC2  CARDED

LC2 + LC3  CARDED

LC3 + LC4  CARDED

ITEM

#009491
#009484
#009485
#009486

TWIN SETS

C1 CARDED 

C2 CARDED 

C3 CARDED 

C4 CARDED 

NIBS
BROAD-EDGE NIB PACKS + SETS

A L P H A B E T  S T Y L E S

Grip the pen holder lightly and as closely to the marking tip as the holder permits, so that it can be twirled between thumb and index finger on difficult combination strokes.

40 

ST-10FINALPRESS.indd   40 9/21/15   12:49 AM

EXEMPLAR BY: FILIP CIŚLAK 
created with C-0 Nib
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NIBS
POINTED PEN NIBS

POINTED PEN NIBS
Sturdy and durable, these nibs are suitable for use on a broad 
range of papers and projects sizes/scales. Similar in design, 
each of the nibs within this grouping vary in flexibility and 
spring, allowing for different writing experiences and results, 
providing artists with the maximum amount of control. 

The Pointed Pen Nibs are available in (7) nib styles and  can 
be used with either the Standard or Oblique holder designs.

CROW QUILL PEN NIBS
Hunt Crow Quill nibs all possess a tubular design and 
offer different levels of flexibility and fineness of point. 
While most often used as drawing tools, these nibs 
can be used for calligraphy, especially the #108 for 
alphabets featuring bold flourishes. 

The Crow Quill Pen Nibs are available in (3) nib styles 
and can be used with the #102 holder.

BOWL-POINTED PEN NIBS
Hunt Bowl-Pointed nibs posses less flexibility than the 
standard pointed grouping and offer a high potential 
for detail. The #512 nib features a fine point, while the 
#513EF boasts an extra fine pen point. 

The Bowl-Pointed Pen Nibs are available in (2) nib 
styles and can be used with the Standard holder.

MEET THE ARTIST

Tony 
DiTerlizzi
“I like the versatility of the [#]102 
nib… It’s a plucky nib [that] creates 
very fine, succinct strokes.”

NIBS
POINTED PEN NIBS

Manufactured to vary in levels of flexibility, pointed pen 
nibs are designed with a small slit between two tines 
that spread, flex and snap to a greater or lesser degree, 
depending on the nib’s construction and the amount of 
pressure applied by the artist. Often utilized for scripts 
possessing large flourishing or illustrations that require 
intense levels of detail, Pointed Pens can be classified 
into three distinct segments, “Pointed,” “Crow Quill” and 
“Bowl-Pointed.”

COPPERPLATE SAMPLE BY SUZANNE 
CUNNINGHAM created with #101 Nib

ART BY JEREMY BASTIAN 
created with #102 Nib

#22-B EXTRA FINE 
Medium stiff, bronze finish, for  
ornamental work and ruling.

#56 STANDARD SCHOOL 
Stiff action, fine drawing pen for  
student use, bronze finish.

#99 DRAWING
Extremely flexible nib with extra fine point.

#100 ARTIST
Small, flexible, and delicate. Suitable for 
writing at x-heights of 1/8in (3.75mm) 
or less.

#101 IMPERIAL ARTIST
Flexible tip for pressurized lettering  
styles Copperplate and Spencerian.

#102 CROW QUILL
 America’s most popular art pen.  
Superfine and flexible. 

#103 MAPPING ROUND POINTED
Specialized for delicate work and details, 
lines and lettering. More flexible and 
less fragile than the #100.

#104 FINEST DRAWING
Superfine art pen for fine hairlines 
and small detail. 

#107 HAWK QUILL
Superfine point, stiffer than #102,  
very durable. For long, even lines 
and cross-hatching details.

#108  LITHO HAWK QUILL
Superfine point for superfine lines and 
shades with slight pressure and  
cross-hatching and flourishing details. 

#512 BOWL POINTED
Fine pen for ruling and lettering.

#513 EF-GLOBE
Extra fine bowl pointed for industrial arts.

#009402  #102 crow quill BOXED

#009407  #107 hawk quill BOXED

#009408  #108  BOXED

#009412  #512  BOXED

#009413  #513EF  BOXED

#009405 #22B BOXED

#009406  #56  BOXED

#009409  #99  BOXED

#009400  #100 BOXED

#009401  #101 BOXED

#009403  #103 BOXED

#009404  #104 BOXED

#101 + #22B NIBS ARE 
THE TOP FAVORITES!
Acclaimed calligraphers around the world 
agree, these nibs are perfect  for  Copperplate, 
Spencerian and Engrosser’s Script .

WAYS TO USE:
This group of nibs is ideally-suited for use with 
ornamental or decorative projects and calligraphy.
The most commonly associated alphabets are 
Copperplate and Spencerian scripts.

WAYS TO USE:
Noted for their superior ability to hold larger amounts 
of ink and minimize the need for reloading, this group of 
nibs is most commonly associated with drawing details 
like cross-hatching.

WAYS TO USE:
This group of nibs is ideally-suited for use on project requiring 
high levels of detail. These nibs are most commonly associated
with drawing/cross-hatching, but can be used for calligraphy, 
especially for artists who claim they are “heavy-handed.”

See it in action!
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PEN HOLDERS
STANDARD, CLASSIC, CROW & OBLIQUE PEN HOLDERS

POINTED PEN NIB SETS
Offering an ideal pairing for complementary 
styles, Pointed Pen Nib Sets deliver 
convenience and space-efficiency and 
include (1) each of the following:

POINTED PEN NIB TWIN PACKS
Offering (2) each of the top-selling nibs 
across Pointed Pen styles. 

STANDARD PEN HOLDER
Available in black plastic, the Standard Pen Holder is suitable for use with 
any standard nib, including the Broad Edge Nibs: A, B or C-Series or the 
Pointed Pen Nibs: #22B, #56, #99, #100, #101, #103, #512 and #513EF. 

#009451 BOXED

#094151 CARDED

CLASSIC PEN HOLDERS
Offered in a range of colors and styles, these holders are suitable for 
use with any Broad Edge or Pointed Pen Nibs except the #102, #104, 
#107 or #108 nibs. 

ITEM

#094007
#094013
#094022
#094101
#094103
#094104
#094108

SET

#102 + #107 CARDED 

#512 + #513EF CARDED 

#22B + #56 CARDED 

#99 + #101 CARDED 

#103 + #104 CARDED 

#100 + #104  CARDED

#102 + #108 CARDED

ITEM

#009489
#009482
#009490
#009487
#009483
#009488
#009480
#009481

TWIN SETS

#22B CARDED 

#56 CARDED 

#99 CARDED 

#101 CARDED 

#102 crow quill CARDED

#107 hawk quill CARDED

#512 CARDED

#513EF CARDED

NIBS
POINTED PEN NIB 
PACKS + SETS

ARTWORK BY 
AMY TAN created 

with #101 Nib

MEET THE ARTIST
Suzanne 
Cunningham
Hunt #101 Nib:  "I use this pointed nib on 
an almost daily basis. It gives a wonderful, 
wide swell on downstrokes and superfine 
hairlines. 10/10!"

ARTWORK BY 
SUZANNE CUNNINGHAM 

created with #101 Nib

Manufactured to be compatible for use with an array of pen nibs, these 
pen holders feature comfortable grips and are highly durable.

 COLOR / FINISH

#009466 BLACK  BOXED

#009468 MAHOGANY  BOXED  

#009464 GOLD-MULTI MARBLE  BOXED 
#009465 GOLD-MULTI MARBLE  CARDED

#009459 BLACK + GOLD MARBLE   BOXED

#009461 BLACK + SILVER   BOXED 

#102 CROW QUILL HOLDER
Available in a durable plastic, this holder is suitable for 
use with the Pointed Pen Nibs: #102, #107 and #108.

#009452 BOXED

#094152 CARDED

#104 CROW QUILL HOLDER
Available in a durable plastic, this holder is suitable for 
use with the Pointed Pen Nibs: #100, #103 and #104.

#009454 BOXED

#094154 CARDED

OBLIQUE PEN HOLDER 
Featuring the same hourglass shape as the Standard Pen Holder, the 
Oblique Pen Holder’s construction also includes an offset design for 
nibs to be placed to create lettering styles that feature a slant.  
Ideal for Copperplate and Spencerian scripts, this holder is for use 
with the Pointed Pen Nibs: #22B, #56, #99, #100, #101, and #103.

#009455 BOXED

#094153 CARDED

ART BY JOE SUTPHIN created with #102 Nib
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DIP INKS

DIP INKS + PEN CLEANER

SUPER BLACK™ INDIA INK

SUPER PIGMENTED ACRYLIC INK – 2 fl oz (59 ml) jars

Made from highly opaque, carbon black pigment, Super 
Black India Ink offers excellent reproduction quality on 
absorbant surfaces with optimum lightfastness. Easily 
applied by brush, pen, steel brush, or air brush. Free-
flowing, non-clogging and waterproof.

Our rich, vivid calligraphy inks are formulated from the best 
pigments on earth. These high-quality inks are ideal for a variety of 
techniques including calligraphy, drawing, stamping, airbrushing, and 
scrapbooking. Inks are inter-mixable, waterproof, lightfast, acid-free 
and archival, providing artists and crafters the best possible results.

Available in (11) rich colors and (2) metallics in (2) convenient sizes .4 fl 
oz (12ml) and 2 fl oz (59ml)

#003338    2 fl oz  |  59 ml

#003378    16 fl oz  |  473 ml

#003398    32 fl oz  |  946 ml

MEET THE ARTIST

Heather 
Souliere
"Speedball Super Black India Ink 
applied with a brush is one of 
my favorite mediums for making 
art. It’s dark and opaque, but can 
be diluted with water to make 
beautiful ink washes. "

ART BY MASTER PENMAN, MICHAEL SULL,  
created with #99 Nib + Super Black India Ink

SUPER PIGMENTED ACRYLIC INK – .4 fl oz (12 ml) jars

KEEP IT CLEAN!
For longevity of your nibs, it's 
important to clean after use! Our 
Pen Cleaner is the best around.

003150
Black

003100
Black

003156
Teal Green

003106
Teal Green

003151
Scarlet Red

003101
Scarlet Red

003157
Metallic Silver

003107
Metallic Silver

003152
Indigo Blue

003102
Indigo Blue

003158
Deep Purple

003108
Deep Purple

003153
Emerald Green

003103
Emerald Green

003160
White

003110
White

003154
Burnt Umber

003104
Burnt Umber

003161
Primrose Yellow 

003111
Primrose Yellow 

003155
Metallic Gold

003105
Metallic Gold

PEN CLEANER
A highly effective cleaning agent for 
brushes, nibs and jewelry. Excellent 
for use with Acrylic and India Inks.

#003109 .4 fl oz | 12 ml 

#003159 2 fl oz  |  59 ml

#003162 16 fl oz  |  473 ml
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PEN SETS PEN SETS
PEN + NIB SETS

Developed to provide hobbyists and pros with 
a thoughtfully curated assortment of nibs and 
holders selected for ideal suitability for the most 
popular traditional calligraphy & illustration 
techniques, these Pen Sets are a terrific addition 
to any artist’s arsenal.

#20 GENERAL PURPOSE SET
Use to create delicate fine lines 
and cross-hatching.  
Includes (1) each of the following: 
#100; #102 Crow Quill; #103; #104; 
#107 Hawk Quill; #108 Pen Nibs; (1) 
each #102 Crow Quill and #104 Pen 
Holder.

#002967

C-SERIES LETTERING SET
Excellent for creating Italic or 
Roman Gothic alphabets, accenting 
line drawings, scrolls and scripts. 
Includes (6) C Series Pen Nibs (C0, C1, C2, 
C3, C4, C5) and (1) Standard Pen Holder.

#002957

CALLIGRAPHY PEN SET
Use for Roman text, Italic  
alphabets, ornamental work 
or fine lettering. 
Includes (4) C Series Pen Nibs (C1, 
C2, C3, C4), (2) Pointed Pens (#101 
and #512) and (1) Standard Pen 
Holder.

#002961 

SKETCHING PEN SET
Use for Roman text, Italic  
alphabets, ornamental work 
or fine lettering. 
Includes: (6) Pointed Pens  (#99, 
#56, #102 Crow Quill, #107 Hawk 
Quill, #108, #512, (1) each Standard 
and #102 Crow Quill Pen Holder.

#002964 

LEFT-HANDED  
C-SERIES LETTERING SET
Excellent for creating Italic 
or Roman Gothic alphabets, 
accenting line drawings, scrolls 
and scripts for lefties.
Includes (6) Left-Handed C Series 
Pen Nibs (LC0, LC1, LC2, LC3, LC4, 
#513EF) and (1) Standard Pen Holder.

#002969

PEN + NIB SETS

#5 ARTIST PEN SET
Great set for versatile artists 
needing calligraphy & drawing 
tools.  
Includes (1) each of the following: 
B1, B2, B5, C0, C2, C4, #56, #102, 
#513EF Pen Nibs; (1) each Standard 
and #102 Crow Quill Pen Holder.

#002962

CARTOONING PEN SET
Great for delicate fine lines, 
cross-hatching, alphabets 
and uniform line drawings.    
Includes  (4) B Series Pen Nibs 
(B1, B3, B5, B6) & (2) Pointed Pens 
(#100, #512); (1) each Standard 
and #102 Crow Quill Pen Holder.   

#002966

MAPPING PEN SET
Designed for mapping and 
other forms of drafting and 
mechanical drawing.  
Includes (6) Pointed Pens (#99,  
#100, #103, #104, #512, #513EF), (1) 
Standard and (1) #102 Pen Holder.

#002965

OBLIQUE PEN SET
Designed for Copperplate 
and Spencerian scripts. 
Includes (4)  #101 Pen Nibs, 
(2) #103 Pointed Pens and (1) 
Oblique Pen Holder.

#002968

#102 CROW QUILL SET
Superfine nib for versatility in 
illustration.  
Includes (12) each #102 Crow Quill 
Pen Nibs and #102 Pen Holders.

#009432

#107 HAWK QUILL SET
Perfect for ultra-fine line detail 
and cross-hatching  
Includes (12) each #107 Hawk Quill 
Pen Nibs and #102 Pen Holders.

#009437

ART BY CHLOE GENDRON 
created with nibs: #101, #512 and #513 EF

B-SERIES LETTERING SET
Ideal for Roman Gothic lettering, 
uniform line drawings, borders and 
display posters.  
Includes (6) B Series Pen Nibs (B0, B1, B2, 
B3, B4, B5) and (1) Standard Pen Holder.  

#002956

POSTER PEN SET
Used to create projects 
with square or round 
Gothic lettering, borders, 
cartoons or decorative 
designs. Includes (3) each 
of the following:  A1, A3, A5, 
B1, B3, B5 Pen Nibs and (1) 
Standard Pen Holder.

#002963
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PEN + INK SETS
PEN + INK SPECIALTY SETS

PEN + INK SETS
STORAGE SETS

Delivering an optimized assortment of the top-
selling items across Speedball’s diverse range of 
tools and inks, each Pen + Ink Set set offers the 
opportunity for artists to easily start or add to their 
toolbox affordably.  

DRAWING & LETTERING 
STORAGE SET  
A must-have for any calligrapher 
bridging the gap between Broad Edge 
+ Pointed Pen Calligraphy. Boasting 
16-pieces, this set includes: (1) each Standard 
Pen Holder, Crow Quill Pen Holder and 
Oblique Pen Holder; (6) Pointed Pen Nibs 
(#100, #102, #512, #513 EF, #56, #99); (6) 
Broad-Edged Nibs (A2, A3, B2, B3, C2, C3). 

#003064

CALLIGRAPHY 
STORAGE SET  
Offers an ideal assortment 
of traditional broad edge 
tools. This 11 piece set 
includes: (2) Standard Pen 
Holders and (1) each of the A2, 
A3, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, C4 nibs. 

#003071

DRAWING STORAGE SET  
A perfect solution for 
illustrators on the go! 
This 13 piece set includes: (1) each 
Standard Pen Holder and Crow 
Quill Pen Holder; (10) Pointed Pen 
Nibs (#22B, #56, #99, #100, #101, 
#102, #107, #108, #512, #513 EF). 

#003065

10-COLOR ACRYLIC INK PALETTE
Artists of any skill level will appreciate the rich 
colors and convenience offered by this ink set!    
Includes: (1)ea. of the following:  .4 floz (12 ml) jar of Acrylic 
Calligraphy Ink (Black, Red, Blue, Teal, Green, Brown, Purple, 
Silver, Gold and White) along with a 10-well color wheel 
plastic palette with built-in rests, ideal for pen or brush.

#003132

ACRYLIC INK & PEN CLEANER SET
Featuring the most popular range of Speedball 
Acrylic Inks, this set is sure to be a hit in any 
calligrapher's or illustrator's studio. 
Includes: (1)ea. of the following: .4 fl oz (12ml) Acrylic 
Calligraphy Inks (Super Black, Gold, Silver, White) and 
Pen Cleaner along with small 5-well palette perfect for 
smaller work areas or artists on the go!

#003133

ACRYLIC DIP INK SETS

PEN + INK SETS
Perfect for fine calligraphy, 
sketching and detailed illustrations. 
Includes (1) each of the following: #102 
Crow Quill Pen Nib; Crow Quill Pen Holder 
and .4 fl oz (12ml)  jar of ink. 

#094149 SUPER BLACK INDIA INK

#094155 BLACK ACRYLIC INK 

#094156 GOLD ACRYLIC INK

SIGNATURE SERIES™ SETS
Make a signature statement with Gold!  
Delivering a touch of distinguished drama 
to any calligrapher’s collection, these sets 
feature a gold-plated #513EF Pointed Pen 
Nib that does not disappoint on aesthetics 
or durability.  
Includes (1) each of the following: gold-plated  
# 513EF Pointed Pen Nib; Classic Gold Marble  
Pen Holder; and .4 fl oz (12ml)  jar of ink. 

#094167 SUPER BLACK INDIA INK

#094158 BLACK & GOLD ACRYLIC INK

#094160 SILVER & GOLD ACRYLIC INK

#094157 BLACK ACRYLIC INK & PEN CLEANER

OBLIQUE PEN + INK SET
The perfect addition to any lover of 
Copperplate, Spencerian or Engrosser’s Scripts.  
Includes (1) each of the following: #101 Pointed 
Pen Nib, Oblique Pen Holder and .4 FL OZ Acrylic 
Ink (Black).

#094150 

The perfect addition to any drawing or lettering artist's 
collection, each of these sets includes the nibs and holders 
noted below and all is housed in a convenient, hard plastic 
storage case for keeping nibs and holders safe between uses.
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CALLIGRAPHY + ILLUSTRATION KITS

DRAWING & LETTERING KITS

Speedball’s diverse range of kits showcase our wholly unique ability to offer the full range of calligraphic and 
illustration solutions all from the same trusted source.  Each of our kits is developed to provide a superior and 
intimidation-free introduction into the world of calligraphy & illustration and always offers the perfect pairing of 
high-quality products at a value.   

COMPLETE CALLIGRAPHY KIT 
The only all-in-one calligraphy kit on the 
market, the Speedball® Complete Calligraphy 
Kit allows artists of all skill levels to experiment 
with a diverse range of drawing & lettering 
tools. Featuring all that’s needed to begin creating 
stunning lettering and provided at a value price.

This kit features: (1) Bienfang® Calligraphy Practice Pad, 
(1) Standard Pen Holder, (1) Oblique Pen Holder, (1) Broad 
Edge Nib (C2), (1) Pointed Pen Nib (# 101), (1) .4 fl oz (12 ml) 
Super Pigmented Acrylic Ink (Black) and (1) .4 fl oz (12 ml) 
Pen Cleaner, (1) Elegant Writer® marker (1.3mm, Black). 
The Speedball Textbook®. 

#003062

DELUXE PEN & INK KIT 
A perfect introduction for any artist wanting to learn 
traditional pen and ink techniques. Featuring top-selling 
nibs and the preeminent resource in calligraphy for over 
100 years, The Speedball Textbook, this kit allows artists 
to experiment with a diverse range of Broad Edge and 
Pointed Pen techniques with all the supplies needed to get 
started on the way to mastery.

This kit features: (1) each of the following: .4 fl oz (12ml) Super 
Pigmented Acrylic Inks (Black, Scarlet Red, Indigo Blue, Gold) and 
Pen Cleaner; Broad Edge nibs: C1, C2, B4, A5, #102 Crow Quill, and 
#107 Hawk Quill Nibs; Classic Black and Crow Quill Pen Holders; 
The Speedball® Textbook; practice papers; five-well palette; 
eyedropper; brush.

#003061

COLLECTOR’S SET 
A celebration of our proud tradition of 
fine pen-making, the Collector’s Set is 
an ideal addition to any lettering artist’s 
collection. Featuring an array of our most 
popular pen holders, nibs and pigmented 
acrylic inks, this set provides artists the 
ability to create beautiful works with 
superior tools. 

The Collector’s Set is housed in a premium 
wooden box and features: (1) Standard Pen Holder, 
(1) Oblique Pen Holder, (1) Crowquill Pen Holder, 
(1) Gold Marble Classic Pen Holder, (4) Broad Edge 
Nibs (A5, B6, C2, C3), (4) Pointed Pen Nibs (#101, 
#102, #512, #513EF), (3) .4 fl oz (12ml) jars of Super 
Pigmented Acrylic Inks (Black, Red, Blue), (1) .4 fl 
oz (12ml) Pen Cleaner; The Speedball Textbook®.

#003063

SPEEDBALL® CALLIGRAPHY KIT

This introductory kit is ideal for the beginner. 

Contains (1) 2oz (59ml) jar Super Black™ India Ink, 
(1) Standard Pen Holder and (3) C-Series Nibs (C1, 
C2, C3).

#003059

FPO

SUPER VALUE CALLIGRAPHY KIT 
This all-in-one kit includes all the essentials to get 
started in drawing, lettering or calligraphy. Great for 
beginners and students alike.

Kit Includes (1) each of the following: 2oz (59ml) Super Black India 
Ink and Pen Cleaner; .4 fl oz (12ml) Super Pigmented Acrylic Ink 
(Silver); Broad Edge Pen Nibs (C1, C2, B4, and A5); Pen Holder; 
Speedball® Elementary Alphabets; practice paper. 

#003060
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ELEGANT WRITER® ELEGANT WRITER®

CALLIGRAPHY MARKERS CALLIGRAPHY MARKER SETS 
PERMANENT + DUAL-TIPMade with crisp, chisel nibs and containing a free-flowing, acid-

free ink, Speedball’s® Elegant Writer® markers are the ideal tool 
for creating beautiful calligraphy projects. Whether for invitations, 
greeting cards, journaling or beyond, these high-quality markers 
make it easy to form stunning calligraphic letters. 

ART BY RAVEN FOX 
created with black 

Elegant Writer markers

#002500 1.3MM DYE-BASED BLACK BAGGED

#002514 1.3MM DYE-BASED BLACK CARDED

#002801 2.0MM DYE-BASED BLACK BAGGED

#002841 2.0MM DYE-BASED BLACK CARDED

#002802 2.5MM DYE-BASED BLACK BAGGED

#002842 2.5MM DYE-BASED BLACK CARDED

#002803 3.0MM DYE-BASED BLACK BAGGED

#002843 3.0MM DYE-BASED BLACK CARDED

#002862 3.0MM DYE-BASED GOLD CARDED

#002865 3.0MM DYE-BASED SILVER CARDED

#002501 3.5MM DYE-BASED BLACK BAGGED

#002515 3.5MM DYE-BASED BLACK CARDED

#002822 1.3MM PERMANENT BLACK  CARDED

#002823 2.0MM PERMANENT BLACK  CARDED

#002824 1.3MM PERMANENT (2) BLACK, (1) RED
      (1) BLUE  CARDED 

PERMANENT CALLIGRAPHY MARKERS DUAL-TIP CALLIGRAPHY MARKERS 

CALLIGRAPHY MARKER SETS

12PC ELEGANT WRITER® MARKER SET
This set includes (12) 1.3mm Dye-Based Markers: (1) 
each Red, Pink, Orange, Yellow, Light Green, Dark Green, 
Turquoise, Royal Blue, Purple, Brown, Grey, Black. 

#002821

ELEGANT WRITER® MARKER SETS
Each set contains (2) Black, (1) each Blue, 
Red, Green and Brown. 

#002881    2.0MM

#002882    2.5MM

#002883    3.0MM

ELEGANT WRITER® 
SPECIAL OCCASION SET
Includes (1) each of the following: Red-
2.0mm Point, Green-Medium Point, 
Silver-3.0mm Point, Gold-3.0mm. 

#002886

ELEGANT WRITER® 
CALLIGRAPHY SET
Includes (4) Black Elegant Writer® 
Markers: (2) 2.0mm, (1) 2.5mm 
and (1) 3.0mm. 

#002880

WATERCOLOR TECHNIQUE
PRO TIP:  Black Elegant Writer Markers can 
create stunning watercolor effects by using a 
small amount of water to blend with a brush.

ELEGANT WRITER® DUAL-TIP MARKER SET
This set is the ultimate for creating a range of lettering 
and craft projects with the combination of Scroll and 
Chisel (1.3mm) nibs offering artists another level of 
creative possibilities.

This set includes: (12) dual-tipped, dye-based markers (Red, 
Pink, Orange, Yellow, Lt. Green, Dark Green, Turquoise, Royal 
Blue, Purple, Brown, Grey, Black). 

#002820
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CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PENS
This line offers an ideal combination of value, comfort and performance, 
boasting lightweight construction, a comfort grip and featuring a 
precisely machined, rounded nib tip. 

Available in (3) popular sizes, each Calligraphy Fountain Pen comes 
complete with (2) universal ink cartridges that deliver frustration-free 
ink flow. Replacement cartridges are also available in value-priced 
bulk configurations in black and assorted colors, and with three top-
selling kits built to inspire, this offering is sure to appeal to aspiring 
calligraphers, hobbyists and fine artists alike.

#002900 CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN  1.1 MM

#002901 CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN  1.5 MM

#002902 CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN  1.9 MM

INK CARTRIDGES SET – 
ASSORTED
High-quality ink that offers bold 
and vibrant color across (5) 
unique colors.  
IIncludes (2) each (Blue, Red, 
Purple Green, Pink) 

#002906

REFILL CARTRIDGES

INK CARTRIDGES SET –  
BLACK
Free-flowing inks deliver 
rich black.  
Includes: (10) cartridges

#002905

CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PENS
CALLIGRAPHY PEN SETS

CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN  
DELUXE SET  
Whether an appreciator of penmanship or an aspiring 
calligrapher, this 18-piece set provides the ultimate 
introduction to the calligraphic artform.  

This kit features: (2) Calligraphy Fountain Pens (Black, 
Burgundy); (3) Fountain Pen Nibs (1.1mm, 1.5mm, 1.9mm); 
(12) Ink Cartridges (2)e ach Black, Blue, Red, Purple, Green, 
Pink). Also features the preeminent resource in lettering 
instruction, The Speedball Textbook®.

#002904

CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN SET 
A perfect addition to the desks of professionals and 
lettering artists alike, this introductory kit features the 
most popular items from this top-selling line, all at a 
superior value.

This kit features: (1) Calligraphy Fountain Pen; (3) Fountain Pen 
Nibs (1.1mm, 1.5mm, 1.9mm); and (8) Ink Cartridges: (2)each Blue 
& Black, (1) each Red, Purple, Green, Pink.

#002903

CALLIGRAPHY FOUNTAIN PEN 
GIFT SET 
An ideal gift for any occasion, this set is housed in a 
beautiful modern gift box that delivers the ultimate 
unboxing experience and serves as a premium 
storage solution between uses.

This kit features: (2) Calligraphy Fountain Pens (Black, 
Burgundy); (2) Pen Nibs (1.1mm, 1.5mm) and (2) Pen Ink  
Cartridges (Black)

#002907
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ART BY ALLEAH TRUNZO 
created with a black 

Calligraphy Fountain Pen
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First published in 1915 by Ross F. George, The Speedball Textbook is the superlative 
resource for artists and letterers of all ages and skill levels. A celebration of the 105th 
year anniversary of the first edition’s debut, the 25th edition represents the vision of 
new co-editors Suzanne Cunningham,  Carl Rohrs & Sachin Shah and boasts a diversity 
of technique and instruction unmatched in quality, including over 25 pages of enhanced 
pointed pen content!

Showcased in a convenient lay-flat construction, the 25th edition features 120-pages of 
exemplars, contributors' works  and innovative technical insight that is sure to inspire 
and appeal to scribes and enthusiasts across the spectrum of skill and 
experience. A true must-have for anyone from 
calligraphy aficionado to master penman!

#003073 25TH EDITON SPEEDBALL TEXTBOOK

SPEEDBALL® ELEMENTARY ALPHABETS
Best-selling introduction to pen lettering. 
Includes lessons on Roman, Gothic, 
Manuscript, various alphabets, uniform 
line drawings, borders and display 
posters.

#003066

CREATE CALLIGRAPHY 
INSTRUCTIONAL WORKBOOK
This project-oriented calligraphy 
workbook provides a great introduction 
to calligraphy for beginners and 
students.
Includes: (3) Elegant Writer® Markers 
(Black, 2.0mm; Green, 1.3mm; Red, 3.0mm), 
removable guidelines, practice pages and a 
116-page instruction book.

#028012

DRAWING + LETTERING INSTRUCTIONS
THE SPEEDBALL® TEXTBOOK

Learn More!


